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appear to extend to most of our usual haunts.  The BMC and mountain rescue teams are 
advising all climbers and hill walkers to put all climbing and hill walking on hold.

Please continue to use the club Facebook site during the Covid19 crisis as a safe forum 
for communication- local photographs can still be posted.  The occasional club email will 
still be sent out : look out for those.

Good fortune to all SMC members and your families out there in the coming weeks as 
we face uncertain times, especially to our more senior members.

I read that former forces sweetheart Dame Vera Lynn put out a message recently on her 
103rd birthday.  In conclusion I could do worse than echo her famous wartime song :

We'll meet again, Don't know where, Don't know when, But I know we'll meet again some 
  sunny day !

Extraordinary  times.   Serious  times.   Watching  the  TV 
pictures a mere two months ago of the Chinese city of Wuhan 
in lockdown most of you, like me, would have thought 'that'll 
never happen here'.  How wrong we were.

Needless to say all SMC meets/ events have been cancelled 
for the forseeable future.  There is a wish by the committee to 
hold the hut maintenance weekend scheduled for the autumn 
(see Page 11) but this will of course depend on events.

Although at the time of writing the Government is allowing 
us to leave our houses once a day for exercise that would not

Deadline for the next newsletter is 10th May 2020.   We will have to give more thought 
than usual for content ! Any photographs should be a separate JPEG.

We'll meet again . . . . . . 

Cover photo:
This  was  the  winning  'Mountaineering' 
picture  in  the  2019  Club  Photographic 
Competition.
Entitled 'Mike looking towards Ecrins, French  
Alps' it  was  taken  by  Geoff  Reed  of 
Middletown.   It  shows  Club  Treasurer 
Mike Blakemore during the 60th birthday 
meet at Briancon in September.
It was voted first from a shortlist of six in 
this  category  by  members  attending  the 
AGM in January.
Congratulations to Geoff on his success.

For the winning entry in the other category 
'Landscape' see Page 5.

Thanks as always to all this month's 
contributors Graham Daly, Editor
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17th - 18th January 2020

Patterdale, Lake District
No meet report came in for this one but a flavour of the weekend can be gauged from the 
photographs and comments reproduced here from the club Facebook site.

Mountain  biking  in  Patterdale  :  Mike  Blakemore  
(left) and Adam James.  Pictures: Chris Wood

Happy mountain bikers in Cumbria : participating in the  
'selfie' from left to right are Mike Blakemore, Chris Wood  
and Adam James.

Some photos of a great mountain bike 
ride in Patterdale, following the line of 
Ullswater up to Pooley Bridge and back 
over Boredale Hause, with some mean 
technical trails ! Chris Wood

Ullswater  from  it's  south-east  shore  near  
Pooley Bridge.

A big thanks to  Brenda and 
helpers  for  the  wonderful 
weekend in Patterdale.       

                Dave Stanley

Dave Stanley takes a breather during  
the  weekend.   Some  of  the  walkers  
made it to the top of Helvellyn.

And  other  attendees  endorsed  Dave  Stanley's 
Facebook comment :
Hear hear.  The weather especially was 
outstandingly well organised Alex Sykes
Well said.  A great weekend . ..thank you to all the 
organisers and cooks Ross Lister
And £115 proceeds from the meet was was donated 
to Patterdale Mountain Rescue Phil Holden
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Tuesday 21st January 2020

Annual General Meeting, Cock Inn, Hanwood
This  was  attended  by  34  members.   The  full  minutes  of  the  proceedings  will  be 
distributed prior to next year’s AGM.  In the meantime, with no changes of personnel 
(serving members were re-elected en bloc) you may like to be reminded of who is on the 
committee.

Name Main role  (but obviously do loads more !)

Roger Skews Chairman

Mike Blakemore Treasurer

Jan Campbell Secretary

Brenda Duffy In charge of subscriptions/liaising with BMC re membership

Andy Bentley SMC website

Tony Mills Climbing expert !

Cheryl Foster Hut bookings

Catherine Allen T-shirts and fleeces (still available)

Gareth Egarr Hut trustee & Tuesday evening programme planner

This  was  attended  by  34  members.   The  full  minutes  of  the  proceedings  will  be  
distributed prior to next year’s AGM.  In the meantime, with no changes of personnel 
(serving officers and members were re-elected en bloc) you may like to be reminded of 
who is on the committee.

Also at the AGM :-

Beautifully designed certificates for completing 
Phil’s Hills within the year 2019 were presented 
by Phil Holden to the following:

Jan,  Brenda,  Cheryl,  Jon & Anne,  Alenka,  and 
Graham D.

The Harry Gregory Trophy was 
awarded to Simon and Liz Shanklin for 
their great effort in completing the 
Welsh 3000's unsupported in June 2019

Extract from the 60 
hills completion 
certificate 
thoughtfully 
designed by Phil 
Holden.  Not only 
are all 60 hills 
named in their 
approximate 
geographic location 
but the orientation 
of the text accords 
with the prevailing 

Simon and Liz 
Shanklin with the 
Harry Gregory 
Trophy.  
Appropriately it 
was  presented to 
them on the night 
by Andy Bentley. 
He won the same 
trophy  (back in 
2017) for a Welsh 
3000's completion 
in June 2016.

direction of Shropshire geology (think of the  
alignment of Wenlock Edge for example).
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The  2019 Club Photographic Competition was concluded with attendees voting for 
their  favourite  images  from  the  12  shortlisted  photographs  displayed  (six  in  each 
category).

The winning photograph in the  Mountaineering category was entitled  'Mike looking 
towards Ecrins, French Alps' and was taken by Geoff Reed of Middletown.  See cover.

The winning photograph in the Landscape category was entitled ' North from Toubkal,  
Morocco'.   It  was  entered  by  '60  hills'  creator  Phil  Holden of  Pulverbatch  and  is 
reproduced below.

Winner of the 'Landscape' category : North from Toubkal, Morocco' by Phil Holden. 

The Cock Inn supplied us with chip butties at half time which also gave an opportunity 
for a trip to the bar and to socialise. 

This was a good evening and we hope to see even more members there next year 
(Coronavirus permitting -Ed).                                                                                    Jan Campbell
AGM whip round thanks …..
Big thanks from Phil to all who donated into the climbing helmet passed round at the 
AGM.  This was shamelessly cashing in on people's appreciation of enjoying Phil's Hills 
through the year, and was an opportunity to put something back into looking after them, 
through the Shropshire Hills AONB Trust charity.  Over £50 was collected, and Phil 
rounded this up to £60, to make a satisfying £1 for each hill.  If anyone would like to read 
more about the Trust (or missed the opportunity to donate!) do have a look at

https://www.shropshirehillsaonb.co.uk/a-special-place/shropshire-hills-aonb-trust. 

All of the Trust's money is given out in grants to conservation projects by community 
groups around the Shropshire Hills.  There is also a Friends scheme for those who want 
to belong and give something regularly
https://www.shropshirehillsaonb.co.uk/a-special-place/shropshire-hills-aonb-
trust/friends-of-shaonb. Phil Holden
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Sunday 2nd February 2020

Carneddau, Snowdonia
One car full  of walkers (Jan, myself Andy Bentley, new member David Jakeman, and 
prospective members Keith Simpkins and Mark Johnson) parked up on the A5 for a day 
out on the Carneddau. The original idea was to include four peaks including Carnedd 
Llewelyn but forecast winds of up to 50mph meant a change of plan. After looking at a 
couple of options on the map we decided to head towards Pen Yr Helgi Du - a hill to the 
east of main Carneddau Summits and take it from there.

Onwards then, to the top of Pen yr Helgi Du we found the wind suddenly dropped to 
nothing. We walked off down a long gentle ridge and then some boggy ground, before 
eventually crossing the main road and walking back to the car on the parallel track. A 
short day but it gave us plenty of time to enjoy cream teas or some of the stronger stuff at 
Siabod Café.       Andy Bentley

Heading past the reservoir to Pen yr Helgi Du.  A 
distant Carnedd Llewelyn is being brushed by cloud.

From  our  parking  spot  we  followed  a 
service  road  up  to  a  reservoir  and  then 
swept to the right to ascend to the Bwlch 
Eryl Farchog col. The wind had picked up 
here  but  walking  down the  other  side  a 
few metres we found a sheltered place for 
a lunch stop. Here we had views to our left 
of the classic climb Amphitheatre Buttress.

Heading past the reservoir to Pen yr Helgi Du.
A distant Carnedd Llewelyn is being brushed by 
cloud.      Picture.  Keith Simkins

On the meet (from left to right) Keith Simkins 
(newbie), Jan, Dave Jakeman (new member) 
and Mark Johnson (newbie).

    Picture: Andy Bentley

Don't jump to conclusions! It's not a discarded 
undergarment from someone's moment of al 
fresco passion !  It's a hankerchief and Jan is 
demonstrating that on a day when 40-50mph 
gusts were forecast the wind speed has dropped 
to zero ! Ed Picture: Keith Simkins
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15th - 22nd January 2020

Achnacloich, near Oban, Scotland

The week will probably be remembered for its amazing food and great company.  A 
special  mention  to  Tina  and  Clive’s  extensive  board  game  collection.   The  group 
completed many a whisky tour and a visit to the local Ben Cruchan Power Station.

Ellis Blower (many thanks to Ellis for submitting his first ever meet report to the Newsletter-Ed)

As  myself  and  Grace  drove  up  through 
Storm  Dennis  we  did  wonder  what  the 
weather had in store for us this week.  We 
were  however  pleasantly  surprised  when 
we arrived at Achnacloich with its amazing 
grounds,  full  size  snooker  table, 
complementary boathouse and vast array of 
bathrooms.  A dip was had by a few braver 
souls  in  Loch  Etive  (Annie,  Brenda  and 
Grace).  During the week we were joined by 
Tim  Tindle  and  ex  members  Bryan  and 
Linda who live in Ballachulish.

Baronial  splendour:  Achnacloich  House  
near Oban.       Picture : Catherine Allen

This year the annual Scottish Winter Meet for the SMC took the club to the Western 
side of Scotland at Achnacloich, a Baronial House 6 miles from Oban.

With the weather suggesting a mixed outlook of heavy rain combined with extremely 
high winds on the tops walking options across some of the local Munros were minimal.  
(I've heard that not a single Munro was climbed in the week- Ed)

Yet the walkers still managed to complete notable walks; Ben Cruchan Dam,  Ben Lora, a 
circuit of Kererera (almost missed the boat back) and Ling.  Phil and Brenda managed to  
gain some height at Ben Duir Innis (555m) and (Meall Cuanail 918m).

The Mountain Bikers  (Jez,  Mike,  Dave, 
Richard,  Liz  and  Simon)  enjoyed 
completing  a  variety  of  trails.   They 
included  one  in  the  local  Faernoch 
Forest, a longer circuit around the Cow 
Hill trail at Glen Nevis near Fort William 
as  well  as  completing  the  Appin 
Peninsula (18 miles in one day) and the 2 
Lochs circuit close to Loch Avic.
Mountain  bikers  (from left  to  right)  Mike  
Blakemore,  Dave  Stanley,  Tim  Tindle  
(foreground),  Simon  and  Liz  Shanklin,  
Amy Blakemore.   Photo: Jeremy Adams
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 Sunday 1st March 2020

The Snowdon Horseshoe
The weather forecast and snow conditions had been monitored for several days before 
this meet with all fingers crossed that what snow there was wouldn’t have been washed 
off by the rain.  All was well!  By Sunday the forecast was a bit showery but with strong 
winds; so was Crib Goch going to be OK?  Again, it turned out fine with no showers all  
day,  good visibility  and the  wind nowhere  near  as  bad  as  forecast  except  from the 
standing stone up to the summit of Snowdon.

Julie  Parker  and I  continued up the Pyg track and 
where it meets the Miner’s I geared up and as Julie 
had  no  crampons  she  turned  back  and  pottered 
around at a lower level. It seemed a long way to the 
top  but  thoroughly  enjoyable  and  I  returned  the 
same way and was able to enjoy two mugs of tea at 
the café whilst awaiting the return of the lads.

They  appeared  about  5.10pm  having  taken  longer 
than expected on Crib Goch with a fair bit of faffing 
about and then came back down the Pyg. Bad luck 
for them though as the café at Pen y Pass closes at 
5pm.

Jan Campbell

This  was a  meet  comprising mainly  new or young 
prospective members which is excellent from a SMC 
point of view; us oldies aren’t getting any younger! 
In the end Sean Toms lead the way over Crib Goch 
with David Jakeman, Toby Pay,  George Beesley, Joe 
Southall and Will Thornton in tow. For David the day 
included  several  firsts:  up  Snowdon,  wearing 
crampons and carrying an ice axe.

A bit further on from Crib Goch looking across Bwlch 
Coch to Crib-y- Ddysgl.  Picture: David Jakeman

A different take on Snowdon 
Summit.  Picture: Joe Southall

The lads on Crib Goch. 
Picture: David Jakeman
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 Sunday 15th March 2020

Cadair Idris
With the Coronavirus crisis deepening at the time, this Club meet offered an escape from 
all the 'doom and gloom' on the radio and tv – a  getaway to the wilds of Wales.
Two cars headed out west on the A458:  the first with meet coordinator Kevin Draper, 
Jan, Andy Bentley (collected at Welshpool) and newbie Rachel.  The second contained 
Gareth and Alenka, and myself Graham Daly.
Passing through the Cambrian Hills the rain was heavy, so much so that I was relieved 
to see Kevin's lead car turn off into a cafe car park near the Brigands Inn at Mallwyd to 
pause proceedings.   It  was a good call.   While we were indoors consuming our hot 
drinks the rain stopped and the clouds rolled back.   Spirits lifted.  We were in business.

Meet  coordinator  Kevin  Draper  (left)  seems  
happier  than  Andy  Bentley  at  reaching  the  
summit, 2,930ft, 893m asl. It must be the issue  
for  anonymous  hands  :  after  Joe  Southall's  
picture on the previous page another one has  
crept into the frame here (bottom right).

At the Minffordd car park we bumped into 
another  SMC  member  Adrian  Lowe. 
However he wasn't there to join our group 
but  was  leading  a  group  of  Shropshire 
Scouts on an identical  itinerary to ours, ie. 
taking the Minffordd path to the summit.
Commencing our ascent the tumbling Nant 
Cadair  stream  was  swollen  and 
thunderous after recent rain.  It was mild 
on  the  lower  slopes  and  start  out  layers 
were  removed.   However  once  on  the 
exposed  ridge  to  the  summit  the 
temperature dropped and the layers went 
back  on.   The  summit  was  in  mist  :  no 
magnificent  views  of  the  Mawddach 
Estuary and Barmouth Bridge today.  The 
mountain shelter just below the summit

was open and we took our lunch in there, sat on the benches.  There was room for us and 
the Scout party as the SMC group overlapped with them throughout the day.

Continuing  our  clockwise  circuit  we 
descended below the mist to take in a grand 
vista of Talyllyn Lake, constantly changing 
with  the  drifting  cloud and shifting light. 
Time for a group photo (see left).  
The  homebound  refreshment  stop  was 
again  at  Mallwyd  but  this  time  in  the 
Brigands Inn.
A great day of escapism away from the tv 
and  radio.   Thanks  to  Kevin  Draper  for 
being coordinator.   Little were we to know 
driving home that it  would be one of  the 
last SMC meets for months.    Graham Daly

From  left  to  right:  Gareth,Andy,Rachel,Jan,  
Alenka and Graham D.  Photo: Kev Draper
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What does the BMC do for us?

Check out the BMC website….google ‘BMC Clubs’ 
A question  was  asked  at  the  AGM about  the  BMC (British  Mountaineering 
Council) which is the body representing our interests regarding hill walking, 
climbing, scrambling.  Our Club, in common with many others is an affiliated 
member of the BMC. So, what are the benefits ?

• As a Club member you are protected by the BMC’s Combined Liability 
Insurance which is now up to £15million.  If you cause injury to someone 
such as dropping a rock on their head you are insured if they sue you. 

• As a Club we have access to the list of Club huts belonging to affiliated 
clubs. This is how Brenda found the Patterdale hut. Also, if you google 
‘mountain huts in N.Wales’ the BMC list comes top and of course our hut 
is on it.

• Most gear shops offer discounts to BMC members. E.g. Cotswolds offers 
us 15%.

• The BMC produces Guidelines for Club officers, committee members and 
hut trustees and hut managers. These include Fire, Insurance and Water 
supplies etc. If there is anything you need to know about running a Club 
and/or hut then go to the BMC.

• Club members have access to good value courses organised through the 
BMC such as Intro/Next Steps to trad leading, Intro to navigation, Intro 
and Next steps to scrambling. ‘Ready to Rock’ helps people make the 
leap from indoor walls to the great outdoors.  These are as little as £40-
£50  for  a  day  and  are  spread  through  the  year  from March  –Oct  in 
N.Wales and the Peak District.  These are all listed on  the BMC website. 

• The BMC insurance policies for specialised activities like rock climbing 
and skiing are the best in the business. All foreign holidays need travel 
insurance…check out what the BMC offers. 

• The BMC publishes guidebooks, maps and DVDs which carry a discount 
for members.  As a Club member you get a copy of summit magazine 
each year and 4 issues if you upgrade to being an Individual member. 

• Last  but  certainly  not  least,  the  BMC  works  tirelessly  on  our  behalf 
regarding  access  to  the  countryside  and  represents  the  views  of  the 
walking/climbing fraternity.

Jan Campbell
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Proposed Clwt-y-Bel Work
 2nd - 4th  October 2020 (to be confirmed)

The  proposed  hut  work  weekend  on  3rd -  4th April  has  been  postponed  due  to  the 
Coronavirus restrictions.  However the work still needs doing and the first weekend in 
October (as scheduled on the original 2020 meet card) has been tentatively pencilled in as 
a replacement, subject of course to the public health crisis easing by then.  

So if you need something to look forward to at the present time a working weekend in an 
autumnal North Wales may offer some distant appeal in your diary.

Planned jobs

1. Replace and repair damaged roof slates and flashing*. 3 people 3 hours. 

2. Fit fire door and frame to drying room. 5 hours. 

3. Refelt shed roof.   2 people 3 hours.

4. Refurbish lounge ceiling. 3 people 4 hours.

5. Usual internal painting and cleaning.

6. Minor repairs to porch door to include new weather board, door opening stop 
and internal repair strip plus staining.

7. Fit new fused switch spur and timer switch to lounge heater. 

Volunteers will be needed (lunch will be provided) to help with one or some of the 
following tasks depending on your skills !

New members : if you think you could lead on a particular task please say so.  If you have limited 
skills then you can always help someone else or do cleaning and painting.

Jan Campbell

Please let Jan know if you can help nearer the time.

Also,  if  you have specific  skills  or wish to consult  with Rog Edenborough about  the 
jobs/tools please contact him to talk about it nearer the time.

*The roof will need attention before October so a small working party may be organised 
to address this before the autumn depending on what social restrictions remain in force.
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Tuesday Evening Walking Programme

'Climbing the Walls' is closed due to the Coronavirus 
Pandemic  and  all  Thursday  evening  climbing  is 
postponed for the forseeable future.

Thursday Evening Climbing  Programme

Upcoming Meets / Events

The Tuesday Evening Walking Programme 
has been suspended until further notice due 
to the Coronavirus Pandemic

The Tuesday Evening Walking Programme 
has been suspended until further notice due 
to the Coronavirus Pandemic

All SMC upcoming Meets and Events have been cancelled 
for the forseeable future due to the Coronavirus Pandemic.

Cancelled Meets will be carried forward to 2021.
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